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About this urban performance

General indications

Lived Cityscapes* is a score designed to stimulate
a range of sensorial responses and investigate
the sense of place of residents of Rotterdam.
Lived Cityscapes evokes lived experiences of
social, cultural and political issues related to
place. In this way, performing this score
contributes to visualizing relationships between
place and community. The focus of this score is
speciﬁcally on participants’ perspectives on the
implementation of technologies in public space
for safety purposes.

The group of participants should be subdivided
into 4 sub-groups green yellow red blue
preferably with a similar number of performers.

Lived Cityscapes is designed to be performed
simultaneously (but not synchronously) by a large
group of participants. A number of performers
between 8-14 is recommended. The approximate
duration of the piece in this version is ca. 30
minutes. The piece can be performed exactly as
prescribed by this score, but is open to different
adaptations.

Each participant should perform the route that is
indicated in their score and reach all their stops
in the order in which they appear on the map.

4 different routes are indicated on the map, they
correspond to each one of the sub-groups. Each
route is composed of four stops. The ﬁnal stop
at which all participants should arrive is marked
as LZ (Leeszaal west).

SUSVIEWS contact

Sub-scores

For performing this score, you will need to add a
contact on your phone, and send messages to it via
WhatsApp or Signal. See page 9 for instructions to
add the SUSVIEWS contact (+31 06 40311665).

Perform the following instructions when you arrive
at these points on your route:

Main score inﬆructions

What is a score? Scores are entities that are both
an artifact and an activity. They are instructions
notated in the form of text, which are used to
activate, describe, initiate or energize open-ended
processes that unfold over time.

Send the pictures that you take to SUSVIEWS
(+31 06 40311665)

All the participants should arrive at LZ
approximately after 30 minutes.

* The title Lived Cityscapes is inspired by the term
lived landscapes, coined by Seyer-Ochi (2006) to
refer to the ways in which people make sense of
the built and historic layers in relation to the natural
landscape and the lives that are made possible by
such a landscape.

Main score
The main goal during this performance is to
discover and document as many data points as
possible in public space. We deﬁne data points
as places and technologies that may collect any
form of data from citizens (f.e. cameras,
sensors, scanners, unknown devices, etc).
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LZ

Open mic

What happened here?

Enter the Leeszaal
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scan this QR code
with your phone to
save the SUSVIEWS
contact information
this score is
part of project:

s u s v i e w s . n l

photo: Maja Miklic
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Take a moment to observe this place and the
activities taking place here
Write on your map the answer to these
questions:
Do you think this place is safe at all times?
What kinds of unsafe situations do you think
could occur in this place?
What technology can you ﬁnd in this area that
could help prevent these possible unsafe
situations?
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+31 06 40311665
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The shopping center

Send the text to SUSVIEWS

After this, there will be a moment for you to
share your experience with the rest of the
participants.

Send your recordings to SUSVIEWS

Send this audio note to +31 06 40311665

Write a short text answering this question:
How could this action have been prevented?

The amount and variety of data points that you
discovered
Who do you think owns most of the data points
If you think that people are aware of the data
points in public space
How easy or diﬃcult do you think it is to avoid
some of these data points

Do not overthink your answers, be spontaneous

How long it took you to discover all the cameras
How many people do you think noticed the
cameras.
How many people do you think were observed by
the cameras while you were there
A list of the data that you think these cameras are
documenting and how you think they do this.

Mark the location where this event took place on
the map. Additionally, you can make a drawing
that represents it in any manner that you see ﬁt.

Use the extra paper sheet that you will be given
to map your walk. You can use both graphics
and texts. Include any information that you
would like to share with us, for example:

Feel free to express your thoughts, concerns and
emotions

Record an audio note indicating:

Think of an unsafe situation that you know has
occurred in Rotterdam, preferably in the area
covered by this map

Once you enter the Leeszaal, take a moment to
reﬂect on what you have observed and
experienced during this performance

All the data that you think the municipality of
Rotterdam knows about you
All the data that you think the companies or
businesses know about you
All the data that you collect from other citizens
All the data that you think was collected from you
during this performance either by the municipality,
business and/or other citizens

Pay attention to what these cameras are
observing
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Map your walk

Use your smartphone to record audio notes
containing:

Mark their location on the map
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LZ

Before entering the Leeszaal:

Search for surveillance cameras

While observing, make a drawing on page 5 (or
directly on the map) that represents what you
observe in this stop.

For each picture, you should send an audio note
or a text describing the data point.

What does it look like?
Who do you think owns it?
What do you think it is used for?
What do you think about it?
How do you feel about it?
Is it possible to avoid being detected by this
datapoint? and would you try to avoid it?
If so, how?
Feel free to add any extra details. If you do not
know any information about the data points that
you discover, you may speculate.
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Intersections

Observe and listen for around 5 minutes to all
that is happening in this stop. Pay attention to
the social activities taking place here, to the data
that is generated and/or shared and to the sense
of safety. For example, why do you think people
come to this place or how safe or surveilled do
you think it is?

Document these data points by taking pictures
of them, you can add their location on the map
as well if you think this is relevant.

You can mention, for example:
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Street artiﬆ

Walk your route and try to ﬁnd as many data
points as possible on your way.

To start the piece, 2 sub-groups should be at the
HS stop, while the other 2 should be at SH stop.

Participants should perform the main score
during the entire realization of the piece,
meaning in-between stops. When participants
reach one of the stops, they should read and
perform the corresponding sub-score.
Sub-scores are only performed at the given
location, when participants start walking
towards the next stop, they should continue
performing the main score again.
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Lived
Cityscapes
A composition on smart urban safety

